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Self-organization of teams for free/libre open source software development

Abstract

This paper provides empirical evidence about how free/libre open source software
development teams self-organize their work, specifically, how tasks are assigned to project team
members. Following a case study methodology, we examined developer interaction data from
three active and successful FLOSS projects using qualitative research methods, specifically
inductive content analysis, to identify the task-assignment mechanisms used by the participants.
We found that „self-assignment‟ was the most common mechanism across three FLOSS projects.
This mechanism is consistent with expectations for distributed and largely volunteer teams. We
conclude by discussing whether these emergent practices can be usefully transferred to
mainstream practice and indicating directions for future research.
(105 words)
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Self-organization of teams for free/libre open source software development
1. Introduction
Researchers have increasingly realized that large-scale software engineering is a social
activity involving numerous developers and other professionals working closely together in a
tightly coordinated process. In order to understand this social activity, researchers have expanded
their focus to include not just the code, but also the processes and social practices that create it.
To better understand the social side of software development, we apply a qualitative empirical
method that aims at understanding, rather than just measuring, development practices.
We are particularly interested in the problems of distributed development because
distributed groups are increasingly used in software development but face particular challenges to
their effective work. To develop insights into the issues faced in distributed development, we
examine an extreme version, namely the development of free/libre open source software1
(FLOSS). FLOSS is a broad term used to embrace software developed and released under an
“open source” license allowing inspection, modification and redistribution of the software‟s
source without charge (“free as in beer”). Much though not all of this software is also “free
software”, meaning that derivative works must be made available under the same unrestrictive
license terms (“free as in speech”, thus “libre”). Characterized by a globally distributed developer
force and a rapid and reliable software development process, effective FLOSS development
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The free software movement and the open source movement are distinct and have different philosophies but mostly common
practices. The licenses they use allow users to obtain and distribute the software‟s original source code, to redistribute the
software, and to publish modified versions as source code and in executable form. While the open source movement views
these freedoms pragmatically (as a development methodology), the Free Software movement regards them as human rights,
a meaning captured by the French/Spanish word „libre‟ and by the saying “think of free speech, not free beer”. (See
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/ and http://opensource.org for more details.) This paper focuses on the development
practices of these teams, which are largely shared across both movements. However, in recognition of differences between
these two communities, we use the acronym FLOSS, standing for Free/Libre and Open Source Software, rather than the
more common OSS.
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teams somehow profit from the advantages and overcome the disadvantages of distributed work
[2], making their practices potentially of great interest to mainstream software development.
This paper makes the following contributions. First, it provides empirical evidence about
management practices of FLOSS teams. Specifically, we identify how FLOSS team self-organize
their work (focusing in particular on practices for assigning work), how these practices differ
from those of conventional software development and thus suggest what might be learned from
FLOSS and applied in other settings. Second, the paper provides an example of the application of
qualitative research methods, specifically inductive content analysis, to software engineering
research.
The paper continues in five sections. We first briefly review literature on distributed
software development and on FLOSS in particular to identify what is known or believed about
FLOSS development practices, in order to motivate our research question. We then discuss our
qualitative case-based research method, followed by the findings from our analysis. After
discussing the implications of our findings, we conclude by considering implications for software
engineering in general and possibilities for future research.
2. The challenges of distributed software development
Though distributed work has a long history [e.g., 44], advances in information and
communication technologies have been crucial enablers for recent developments of this
organizational form [1]. Distributed teams seem particularly attractive for software development
because the software source code and other artifacts can be shared via the same systems used to
support team interactions [43, 49]. While distributed teams have many potential benefits,
distributed workers face many real challenges. Watson-Manheim, Chudoba, & Crowston [56]
argue that distributed work is characterized by numerous discontinuities: a lack of coherence in
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some aspects of the work setting (e.g., organizational membership, business function, task,
language or culture) that hinders members in making sense of the task and of communications
from others [54], or that produces unintended information filtering [19] or misunderstandings
[3]. These interpretative difficulties in turn make it hard for team members to develop shared
mental models of the developing project [17, 21]. A lack of common knowledge about the status,
authority and competencies of team participants can be an obstacle to the development of team
norms [4] and conventions [37], which are necessary for the smooth coordination of the team‟s
work.
The presence of discontinuities seems likely to be particularly problematic for software
developers [54]. Numerous studies of the social aspects of software development teams [16, 29,
48, 54, 55] conclude that large system development requires knowledge from many domains,
which is thinly spread among different developers [16]. As a result, large projects require a high
degree of knowledge integration and the coordinated efforts of multiple developers [9]. More
effort is required for interaction when participants are distant and unfamiliar with each others
work [18, 45, 51]. The additional effort required for distributed work often translates into delays
in software release compared to traditional face-to-face teams [27, 41] and may ultimately result
in an ineffective team [5, 10, 30, 33]. The problems facing distributed software development
teams are reflected in Conway‟s law, which states that the structure of a product mirrors the
structure of the organization that creates it. Accordingly, splitting software development across a
distributed team will make it hard to achieve an integrated product [26].
2.1. FLOSS development as distributed software engineering
While the literature reviewed above highlights the difficulties involved in distributed
software development, the case of FLOSS development provides a striking counter-example.
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There are thousands of successful FLOSS projects, spanning a wide range of applications, most
developed by distributed teams. Due to their size, success and influence, the Linux operating
system and the Apache Web Server and related projects are the most well known, but hundreds
of others are in widespread use, including projects on Internet infrastructure (e.g., sendmail,
bind), user applications (e.g., Mozilla, OpenOffice) and programming languages (e.g., Perl,
Python, gcc). Many are popular (indeed, some dominate their market segment) and the code has
been found to be generally of good quality [52]. The success of these projects in managing
distributed development raises the question of what can be learned from this setting and applied
to software development and distributed work more generally.
As well, FLOSS development is an important phenomena deserving of study for itself.
FLOSS is an increasingly important commercial phenomenon involving all kinds of software
development firms, large, small and startup. Millions of users depend on systems such as Linux
and the Internet (heavily dependent on FLOSS tools), but as Scacchi [50] notes, “little is known
about how people in these communities coordinate software development across different
settings, or about what software processes, work practices, and organizational contexts are
necessary to their success”. As well, understanding FLOSS development teams is important as
they are potentially training grounds for future software developers.
The nascent research literature on FLOSS has addressed a variety of questions. First,
researchers have examined the implications of FLOSS from economic and policy perspectives.
For example, some authors have examined the implications of free software for commercial
software companies or the implications of intellectual property laws for FLOSS [20, 32, 34].
Second, various explanations have been proposed for the decision by individuals to contribute to
projects without pay [6, 22, 24, 28, 38]. These authors have mentioned factors such as personal
interest, ideological commitment, development of skills [35] or enhancement of reputation [38].
6

Finally, a few authors have investigated the processes of FLOSS development [e.g., 46, 53],
which is the focus of our study.
Raymond‟s [46] bazaar metaphor is perhaps the most well known model of the FLOSS
process. As with merchants in a bazaar, FLOSS developers are said to autonomously decide how
and when to contribute to project development. By contrast, traditional software development is
likened to building a cathedral, progressing slowly under the control of a master architect. While
popular, the bazaar metaphor has been broadly criticized. According to its detractors, the bazaar
metaphor disregards important aspects of FLOSS development processes, such as the importance
of project leader control, the existence of de-facto hierarchies and emergent leadership, the
danger of information overload and burnout, and the possibility of conflicts that cause a loss of
interest in a project or forking [7, 8].
In this paper, we examine the practices of FLOSS projects in more detail to provide a
richer picture of how these teams accomplish software development. The archetypical
community-based FLOSS development process2 differs from proprietary development in several
respects that affect or depend on the approach used for managing the project. A primary
difference is that the community-based development process is not owned by a single
organization. Developers contribute from around the world, meet face-to-face infrequently if at
all, and coordinate their activity primarily by means of computer-mediated communications
(CMC) [46, 57] and other software development tools (e.g., source code control systems).
What is perhaps most surprising about the FLOSS process is that it appears to eschew
traditional project coordination mechanisms such as formal planning, system-level design,
schedules, and defined development processes [26]. Many teams are largely self-organizing,
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without formally appointed leaders or indications of rank or role, raising the question of how the
work of these teams is managed. In addition, non-member involvement plays an important role in
the success of the teams. Generally, a small core group oversee the overall design and contribute
the bulk of the code, but other developers play an important role by contributing bug fixes, new
features or documentation, by providing support for new users and filling other roles in the
teams. Core group membership can bestow some rights, including deciding what features should
be integrated in the release of the software, when and how to empower other code maintainers, or
to “pass the baton” to the next volunteer [47]. However, in comparison to traditional
organizations, more people can share power and be involved in group activities. In most projects,
anyone with enough interest and skill can access the code, contribute patches, make suggestions
to group, and attend important decision processes. Users who are non-members or peripheral
members become a crucial resource of potential recruitment [25]. How to handle the relationship
between non-members‟ requirements and the project goal is thus a significant challenge.
These features make FLOSS teams extreme examples of self-organizing distributed
teams, but they are not inconsistent with what many organizations are facing in recruiting and
motivating professionals and in developing distributed teams. As Peter Drucker put it,
“increasingly employees are going to be volunteers, because a knowledge worker has mobility
and can go pretty much every place, and knows it… Businesses will have to learn to treat
knowledge workers as volunteers” [11]. These characteristics of self-organization and
volunteerism make FLOSS teams particularly interesting sites for studying the social side of
software engineering practices.

2

In focusing on community-based development, we exclude projects such as MySQL that are developed by a single
organization following a conventional software engineering approach and only released under a FLOSS license.
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2.2. Research question
The research reviewed above suggests that distributed teams should face significant
problems in developing coherent software, but that self-organizing FLOSS teams have had some
success in doing so. As well, the literature on FLOSS development in particular suggests that
many of these teams adopt a very different approach to organizing the contributions of team
members. Therefore, in order to shed more light on these practices and how they address the
challenges of distributed development, we address the research question:
What is the process by which specific developers get assigned to work on parts of
the project development, such as particular patches or bug fixes?
Assignment of tasks is only one aspect of self-organization, but it is a practice that encapsulates a
range of other practices, such as prioritization and scheduling of work and which highlights
differences between FLOSS and proprietary software development.
Our empirical work, described next, addresses one side of the comparison. For the other
side, we draw on published descriptions of task assignment in proprietary software development.
For example, in the bug fixing process described by [12], developers are assigned to work on
particular modules of code, meaning that bugs in those modules must be routed to that engineer
to work on. In order to assign tasks then, customers give problem reports to the service centre,
which in turn assigns the problems to product engineers, who then assign them to software
engineers. In addition, software engineers may assign reports or subtasks to each other.
Specialization allows developers to develop expertise in a few modules, which is particularly
important when the engineers are also developing new versions of the system, and allows a single
person to manage all changes to particular modules, thus minimizing the cost of integrating
changes. However, the cost of such a system is the need for an elaborate process for assigning
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tasks to the appropriate developer. In our empirical work, we examine the nature of the
corresponding process for FLOSS development.
3. Methods: Inductive coding of FLOSS developer email interactions
In this section we describe the approach we adopted to analyze task assignment in FLOSS
software development processes. Because the task assignment mechanisms used by these teams
had not yet been described, we adopted an inductive multiple case study approach to the research.
Rather than starting with hypotheses to be supported or reject, this approach involves developing
new theory to address our research question by carefully analyzing real FLOSS developers‟
interactions for evidence of the task assignment mechanisms in use. An inductive approach was
indicated by our desire to extend theory for this new phenomenon. The rationale for the use of a
case study approach was that case studies provide rich empirical data from a real setting,
necessary for theory generation. In particular, Yin [60] notes that case studies are particularly
appropriate for answering “how” or “why” questions about current events in situations where the
researcher has no control over the circumstances of the study.
3.1. Sample selection
Because the process of manually reading, rereading, coding and recoding messages is
extremely labor-intensive, we had to focus our attention on a small number of projects.
(Overcoming this limitation on the number of projects examined is a subject of future research,
as discussed below.) A theoretical sampling strategy was employed in this study, meaning that
we selected case sites based on their expected contributions to theory development rather than for
representativeness (a criterion that would have been appropriate for theory testing). We adopted
several criteria for choosing projects. First, the data from these projects that we needed for
analysis had to be publicly available (ruling out projects that limit access to their email lists or
10

trackers). Second, we chose the projects that had more than 7 members, because small projects
are less likely to assign tasks in an observable way or to have significant task assignment
problems. Third and most important, we wanted to study that projects that seem to be relatively
successful at managing the contributions of multiple developers (the core developers plus many
more peripheral contributors), thus providing relevant data for insight into task assignment
mechanisms for FLOSS development. We assessed success according to the criteria suggested by
Crowston et al. [14], looking for projects that have attracted numerous developers beyond the
initial project founders, are continuing to release software, have numerous downloads and have
an active user community that provides feedback.
Based on these criteria, 3 FLOSS projects were selected for analysis, namely Gaim,
eGroupWare and Compiere ERP.


Gaim is an instant messenger application that supports multiple platforms and protocols
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/Gaim/).



eGroupWare is a multi-user, web-based groupware suite with modules such as email,
address book, calendar, content management, forum, wiki and so on
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/eGroupWare/).



Compiere is an ERP+CRM solution for Small-Medium Enterprises covering areas such
as order and customer/supplier management, supply chain and accounting
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/compiere/ and http://www.compiere.org/).

The development status of the three projects is shown in Table 1. Note that all three projects are
hosted on the SourceForge system (http://sourceforge.net/), which controls for differences
attributable to accessibility or choice of development tools.
Insert Table 1 about here
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Despite similarities in status, these projects differ in ways that allows for some interesting
comparisons. Gaim is an end-user desktop application written in C, while eGroupWare in a webbased server application written in PHP. As a result, we expect Gaim mostly to be used as is, but
expect eGroupWare to have a lower barrier to entry for developers and to be more often
customized, potentially increasing problems in integrating these contributions. Compiere was
originally a commercially developed product that later moved to Open Source development. Its
history allows us to examine issues that arise as a new set of developers began working with an
established code base and developer community. As well, one of the authors had extensive
experience with proprietary ERP systems, providing a basis for comparison.
3.2. Data
The primary data used for our study were interactions on the main developer
communication forum, either a developer mailing list or web-based discussion forum. We chose
these interactions because they contain the communications between developers used to
coordinate project development. It is possible that developers occasionally communicate among
themselves in private (e.g., via personal email or phone calls), which would not be captured in
this data source. Such interactions would also be invisible to other developers on the mailing list.
However, we do not see evidence to suggest that such interactions are common and indeed, most
FLOSS teams have a norm that important discussions should be accessible to all members, which
is why we have chosen to base our analysis on these public interactions. To increase the
comparability of our analyses of each project, we examined messages from a similar period in the
project development lifecycle. We expected that management-related activities would occur
more frequently around (and especially before) a major release, so we analyzed the period
leading up to and immediately after the first open source release for each project. Specifically:
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For Gaim, we selected messages posted to the “Gaim-devel” mailing list during August
and September 2004 for analysis (Gaim 1.0.0 was released on 16 September 2004). The
total number of messages was 710, posted by 85 individuals (11 were identified as
developers according to the current developer list for Gaim, and 1 was identified as a
former developer).



For eGroupWare, we selected messages posted to the “eGroupWare-development”
mailing list during October and November 2004 for analysis (version 1.0.00.006 of
eGroupWare was released on 18 November 2004), which resulted in 665 messages total
posted by 151 individuals (20 were identified as developers according to the current
developer list).



For Compiere, we selected messages posted to the Development Chat Forum from the
January 1, 2001 to November 20, 2002, which covers the period up to and following the 5
Sept 2002 release of the Compiere Version 2.4.3a, the first version released after the
move to SourceForge. Perhaps because this was a project transitioning from in-house
development, the initial traffic on the developers‟ forum was sparse and we had to draw
from a longer time period than with the other projects to gather the 315 messages we
examined. The Compiere project had more defined roles: there were postings from 57
users, from 2 project managers, from 3 advisor/mentor /consultants, from 6 developers
and from 3 translators.
We also used the list of developers that appears on the project‟s home page to determine

the status of message posters. However, the dates of the messages does not exactly match the
collection date of the list of developers. Because the list of developers can change over time, it is
complicated to tell in a retrospective analysis exactly what an individual‟s status was at the time
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a message was posted. We do not believe that changes in the developer lists substantially affect
our conclusions, but we plan to develop time-stamped lists of developers for future research.
As mentioned above, all three projects are hosted on SourceForge, making data about
them easily accessible for analysis. However, analysis of these data poses some ethical concerns
that we had to address in gaining human subjects approval for our study. On the one hand, the
interactions recorded are all public and developers have no expectations of privacy for their
statements (indeed, the expectation is the opposite, that their comments will be widely
broadcast). Consent is generally not required for studies of public behaviour. On the other hand,
the data were not made available for research purposes but rather to support the work of the
teams. We have gone ahead with our research after concluding that our analysis does not pose
any likelihood of additional harm to the poster above the availability of the post to the group and
in the archive available on the Internet. Nevertheless, we have followed the common practice of
rendering data anonymous by using pseudonyms in publications and slightly modifying the
quotations to make them less searchable.
3.3. Analysis
For this project, we content analyzed developer email interactions to identify the task
assignment mechanisms used in the process. Content analysis is a qualitative research technique
for finding evidence of concepts of interest using text as raw data rather than numbers [42]. As
mentioned above, our texts are email interactions, i.e., what people said to others to get their
work done in a naturalistic setting [58], The goal of our analysis is to infer facts about the task
assignment process followed from features of the texts produced in the course of performing the
process.
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It is commonly assumed that qualitative work is interpretivist (i.e., concerned with
understanding individuals‟ understandings of their social worlds), but in fact qualitative research
can be adopt any research perspective: positivist, interpretivist or critical [42]. In this study, we
are interested in how task assignment works in the teams studied and assume that the nature of
the process is accurately reflected in the texts participants produce, making our approach
essentially positivist. This analysis approach has advantages in that it does not require the active
participation of the individuals‟ being studied, which can be difficult to obtain if they are busy or
for a retrospective study, nor does it rely on participants‟ possibly fallible recollections or
impressions of the process. On the other hand, the understanding we develop by analyzing the
process from an external (or “etic”) perspective may not be the same as the understanding
participants have themselves (an “emic” perspective). By contrast, it is typical for interpretivist or
critical analysis to augment observational data with interviews to develop “rich descriptions” of
the setting, and we discuss in the discussion section some possible extensions to our work using
such data. Such an analysis would aim at uncovering hidden meanings in the texts rather than
evidence of pre-specified concepts.
The process of identifying and labelling the significant features in the text is referred to as
coding and the result of process is a text annotated with codes for the concepts exhibited [40]. A
codebook documents the coding process by describing the characteristics of the text that count as
evidence for each concept of interest. A codebook might also include definitions or references for
the concepts represented and positive and negative examples of text that is evidence for a code,
although it has to be admitted that much of the knowledge that guides coding is held tacitly by
the coders. A key concern in developing a codebook is its reliability, i.e., do different coders
working with the same text identify the same set of codes, as measured by the degree of interrater agreement. If coders do not agree, then it is typical to have them discuss the coding until
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they reach a higher level of shared understanding of the code and to update the codebook
accordingly. The coded text can then be subject to further analysis, such as examination of the
relationship between codes or quantitative analysis of their occurrence.
Finally, analysis can be deductive or inductive or most often, a mix. A deductive
approach is based on a theoretical framework that identifies concepts of interest for the
codebook. Such an approach would be appropriate when the goal of the analysis is to test the
theory. A pure inductive approach, also known as grounded theory, starts with a research
problem and data, and induces relevant concepts from them, setting aside any preexisting
concepts [23]. Such an approach is appropriate when the goal is developing novel theory for
some setting. A mixed mode analysis starts with some ideas about the relevant concepts from
theory, but allows these to evolve through the analysis based on experiences with data. We chose
the final approach because we did do some ideas about how coordination worked based on the
literature reviewed above, but acknowledged that our understanding was as yet incomplete. Our
research is therefore theory building rather than theory testing, since our goal is further
development of the theory.
To carry out the analysis, we coded each instance of task assignment identified in the
email transcripts on three dimensions: who assigned the task, to whom, and how. For the first
two dimensions, we identified two main types of actors in FLOSS projects from our literature
review: developers, which we defined by the list of developer named on the project‟s
Sourceforge page, and users, all those whose names are not listed. Tasks can thus be assigned in
four directions: from developer to developer, from user to user, from developer to user and from
user to developer.
To address how tasks are assigned, three coders independently went though the data and
identified all the behaviors related to task assignment. We started by developing a coding scheme
16

based on prior work on coordination modelling [15], which provided a template of expected
activities needed for task assignment. Specifically, we looked for evidence of actions taken to
identify a task that need to be performed, identification of which individuals could perform the
task, selection of a particular individual and some kind of assignment of the task to the individual.
For the first, we looked for statement of intention to undertake or perform a task, rather than a
status or process report. For example, if someone said “I‟d like to do it”, we considered this
statement part of a task assignment. But if he or she said “I did it” or “I have already committed
the code successfully”, then we did not consider this statement as a task assignment. In our
qualitative analysis, we observed many messages beginning with “I have already done it”,
or “I spent three days working on this bug and solved it finally”, even though no
previous postings could be found to discuss how or to whom the task was assigned. We did not
code such statements because these status/process reports show who did a task, but do not
indicate anything about the prior steps in task assignment, such as who identified or assigned the
task or how it was assigned.
The coding system evolved through discussion of the applicability of codes to particular
examples, both in group meetings and as three coders worked on the same set of messages over
the course of several months. The final coding scheme is shown in Table 2. All messages were
double-coded to allow computation of inter-rater reliability. The level of inter-rater agreement for
coding the Compiere, eGroupWare and Gaim projects were 0.893, 0.887 and 0.810 respectively,
all above the usual rule-of-thumb acceptable level of 0.80.

Insert Table 2 about here
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4. Results
In this section, we discuss the results of our analysis. We discuss first the use of different
kinds of task assignment, then consider who does the assignment and to whom. For the first, the
frequencies of the five task assignment mechanisms in the three projects are shown in Table 3.

Insert Table 3 about here
4.1. Use of different kinds of task assignment mechanisms
Self-assignment. Our first finding confirms a striking feature of FLOSS development
practices, which is how often developers introduce a task and simultaneously offer to work on it,
in effect assigning the task to themselves. As Table 3 shows, for all three projects, selfassignment is the most frequent form of assignment (code SA). The following is an example of a
poster on the eGroupWare mailing list self-assigning a task:
Thanx for the wonderfull help ... Maybe an idea to make a ‘hello
world’ package for on the website ... this kind of standard app ..
would be verry Helpful for starting eGW developers (like me ;-))
If you’d like, I’ll make the package.

The volunteering may be coupled with an inquiry about the usability of product. This example
came from the Compiere project for example:
I want to extend and to create new reports of Compiere, I know
that you have thought to replace to Style Report by API Java 1.4.
Which is your plan to implement API Pringing?

In a few cases, the offer to help is not connected to a particular task, but rather to claim
responsibility for a general class of problems or just to announce availability, as in these two
quotations:
Hi, developers, If you find any PHP5 related problems, please open
a bug report and assign it to me.
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Well I just started 14 days of vecation in front of the telly and
computer. So I guess I will do some coding these days. =)

Due to the nature of voluntary participation, conditional volunteering behaviours are
frequently observed in all three projects. Unlike in most proprietary software development,
volunteers in FLOSS projects take on the work on their own time. For example, it is common to
see “I would like to work on it, if I get time”. And the volunteers are not required to
be an expert, or even familiar with the task he wants to take on. Volunteering combined with
asking for help is frequently seen in our projects, as shown in these two examples:
I’d willing to do this, but really need some assistance upfront
before I could make a contribution. I was wondering if someone
here might be willing to help me.
Can someone give me instructions to translate, so I can work on
that?

Assigning tasks to others. As well as volunteering, developers often propose tasks and ask
for volunteers, explicitly or implicitly. We distinguished three targets for the request: a specific
named project member, an unnamed individual (i.e., asking for someone to volunteer) and a nonmember. For eGroupWare and Compiere, asking a certain person (code ACP) was the second
most frequent mode of task assignment, followed by asking an unspecified person (code AUP).
For Gaim, ask an unspecified person is the second most frequent mode of task assignment,
followed by asking a certain person. For example:
Can someone please do a brief test, replacing config.php with
newconfig.php? If it works for a few people without causing
problems, it will help us in the long run.

Sometimes people don‟t directly ask others to do a task, but discuss who can do among several
candidates. For example:
Miguel our translation coordinator or I will get the translation
via your link and will commit them / include them in the
distribution. Ronald
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Amir: are you going to commit the translations and add Thai to
setup/lang/languages.php to enable Thai or should I take care of
that?

Sometimes asking for volunteers is coupled with volunteering, as in these two quotations:
Our own project repository would require maintenance, bandwidth,
and drive space. I’ve volunteered to do everything to get us
started. Volunteers to help maintain would be appreciated.
I’m currently working through a port of my Bugzilla data into TTS,
so feel free to ask me for any more tips, suggestions, etc. I’m
happy to help, as I’m going through the process myself!

Strikingly, we observed almost no cases of someone asking a non-team member to work on some
part of the project (code AO). The absence of this mode of assignment reflects that the fact that
members of the projects have no basis for authority over non-members and therefore can not
assign tasks, even on a voluntary basis.
Consult with others. Our final observation about modes of task assignment is that
sometimes team members are suggested to consult with others before they do a certain task (code
SCO), especially for eGroupWare. For example:
I only ask you to consult with the maintainer of the concerned app
before you commit something. If you need to change something
radical in the API please talk it through Lars or me before (eg.
Mail it as proposal to the developers list).
Sorry for that. Have you talked to Bill about the patches? I can’t
image he’s not willing to accept them.

4.2. Who does the assignment and to whom
We next consider who does the assignment and to whom. Since self-assignment depends
on the ability of an individual to contribute to the group, we investigated differences between
developers and users in the type of assignment used, as shown in Table 4. As noted above, the
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status of user or developer was assigned by comparing the poster of the message to the project‟s
published list of developers.
Insert Table 4 about here
The table shows that for all three teams, users rarely assign work to other users, but still
often self-assign tasks. Especially for Gaim the percentage of users doing self-assignment is very
high and some users offer to contribute several times. For example, one user in eGroupWare
committed himself to helping implement features:
I am willing to help implement this feature, and have sometime
free-time:-) to give away, so I started looking through the code.

In contrast to the separation of roles in the proprietary process, many users who post to the
developer email list prefer to solve the problem by themselves when they identify a task, instead
of reporting it directly and just waiting for the responses. In other words, the formal division of
users and developers does not necessarily constrain their behaviors.
Though the previous tables show many similarities among three cases, some interesting
differences in task assignment mechanisms were found through in-depth qualitative analysis.
Most of them are closely related to the nature of products and characteristics of projects. For
example, unlike Gaim and eGroupWare, Compiere was originally a commercially initiated
project. As well, its target users are Small to Medium Enterprises. Compared to the other projects,
self-assignment looks more like the result of group decision-making in Compiere. Both
developers and users tend to use “We” instead of “I” most of the time, such as:
We will give it try and hope that you will contribute or help us
during the coding process.

In addition, the percentage of conditional task assignment is much higher in Compiere than the
other two, which we attribute to the complexity and size of code, and the fact at the time of our
analysis, new volunteers were just beginning to work with what had been a proprietary code base.
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More than half of volunteering work asks for help before committing to contribute. On the other
hand, these kinds of messages were rarely founded in self-assignment activities in eGroupWare,
because it has a lower barrier to newcomers as we expected. Furthermore, the coupling of asking
for volunteers and volunteering is also more frequently used in Compiere than Gaim and
eGroupWare. Most of the requirements from business customers are relatively complex and hard
for one individual to implement. As a result, developers tend to post tasks publicly, commit to do
it and try to attract more volunteers.
5. Discussion
The most striking difference we noted between FLOSS and proprietary software
development is that community-based FLOSS development does in fact seem to rely less on
explicit assignments of work, as has been suggested in the literature on FLOSS development. We
did not observe evidence of a “hierarchy” in assigning tasks in FLOSS, by which we mean that
individuals do not command or direct others to work on a task as might a project manager or
employer. Instead, they use phrases such as, “would you please”, “if you have time, can
you…” or

even discuss how to assign a task instead of simply assigning it directly. Even

assignment to a specific person is qualified: “If you’re interested you can …” or “feel
free to figure out why and fix it if you like.

” Similar differences have been noted

in the Linux process, which also relies on developers assigning themselves to tasks rather than
being explicitly assigned [13].
On the other hand, the data show that it is developers who do the majority of task
assignments, particularly when self-assignments are removed. As well, users almost never ask
other users to work on a task, while developers often do (between 15–25% of the developer
assignments are to users). These data suggest the presence of a status hierarchy, with developers
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able to ask users to do something (and occasionally vice versa), but users not empowered to ask
other users.
Overall, the FLOSS task assignment process seems similar to the market approach to task
assignment suggested by Crowston [12]. In a market form of task assignment, a description of
each task is sent to all available agents. Each evaluates the task and, if interested in working on it,
submits a bid, saying how long it would take, how much it would cost or even what they would
charge to do it. The task is then assigned to the best bidder, thus using information supplied by
the agents themselves as the basis for picking who should work on the task. This interpretation is
supported by the observation that 50–60% of all observed assignments are self-assignments.
However, the FLOSS process differs in that there is often no separation of the identification of
task and its assignment, nor is there always an explicit, or authoritative, assignment of the task.
The use of a market-like task assignment mechanism in the FLOSS process is consistent
with predictions of the effect of the more extensive use of information and communication
technologies (ICT). ICT makes it easier to gather information about available tasks and resources
and to distribute the decision about which resources to use for a particular task. At a macro level,
Malone, Yates and Benjamin [36] suggest that decreased coordination costs favor more extensive
use of markets, which usually have lower costs but require more coordination activities, over
vertical integration, which makes the opposite trade-off. In contrast, for the proprietary process,
the choice is often made by a project manager based on the specializations of the individual
developers [12].
Second, we observed broader participation in the work on tasks. Due to the openness of
the FLOSS teams, active users can take on development tasks rather than the process being
restricted to the official development team. Indeed, for all three teams, the most common form of
task assignment was self-assignment, that is, volunteering to work on a particular task among
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both developers and users. These active users do not wait to be given something to do, but rather
step forward to work on tasks that catch their interest. One likely explanation for this difference
is that FLOSS development teams are substantially composed of volunteers. As a result, task
assignment in FLOSS needs to be based primarily on personal interest.
As well, self-assignment appears to play an important role in bolstering the legitimacy of
the action suggested by the poster, making it more likely that the group will consent to the
poster‟s preferences. Legitimacy is the right of a participant to be heard and respected in a forum
and a source of influence on that forum‟s decisions. Formal groups with pre-defined
memberships assess legitimacy up-front, before admitting members. In proprietary software
development the right to make suggestions for features is often reserved for the specification
writers or customer facing “marketing engineers”. On the other hand, for informal groups seeking
new contributors it is not possible, nor desirable, to make such pre-qualifications. The prevalence
of self-assignment supports the anecdotal suggestion that in FLOSS projects in general,
legitimacy is linked to action, the value that “code speaks louder than words”. After all, if
someone is willing to use their own time to implement a feature or fix a bug (or even better, if
they have actually already done so) it is more difficult for other members of the team to deny
them that opportunity.
Of course, reliance on this kind of assignment does have several drawbacks. First, anyone
can choose to contribute to the project, even if they are not good at it or have no relevant
experience. As a result, the quality of team member output often needs further investigation by
developers and other users. In some projects, developers chose to forego these contributions
rather than to spend the time evaluating the output. Second, because multiple developers may be
working on the same parts of the project, projects must develop code management practices that
allow multiple changes to be integrated. Many projects rely on code management systems such as
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CVS, and the design of these tools has become a pressing topic in FLOSS discussions (see the
recent discussion of source code control tools for Linux summarized at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BitKeeper). We did observe some interesting behaviors to avoid
duplication before volunteering to do a task, such as the following:
can I can dibs on this? I don’t want to have any of your work
duplicated, so I want to make sure that I don’t infringe on what
someone is already working on.

The use of self-assignment may be an emergent phenomenon in the teams, consistent
with a characterization of the teams as self-organizing. For example, the quotation above begins
with the poster‟s disclaimer, “I don’t know how assignments work, but can I can
[sic] dibs on this?” In the absence of guidelines or rules, self-assignment may emerge to

fill the need for a coordination mechanism to manage this part of the collaboration.
Finally, proprietary task assignment and resource planning relies on the participants being
reliable; the employment relationship, with its clear penalties for non-performance gives
managers a reliable expectation that the work assigned will be carried out. By contrast, it has
been suggested that FLOSS participants are relatively unreliable [39]. The data in this study
provide some support for this idea, though we did not directly measure the motivations or
volunteer status of the participants so this cannot be fully confirmed. Much of the selfassignment is qualified with phrases like “if I have time”, “if I get some free time” or
which cite „real world‟ time constraints, “I will submit this in a couple of day (have
to finish some professional work first ... :/)”.

This uncertainty can create problems

in the usability of output and timeliness of schedule. People finish their tasks according to time
and interest, which may affect the effectiveness of the project. And because of uncertainty of
code ownership, and the distributed nature of the participants, it is hard to track the status of
developers‟ work, especially when it is self-assigned. These trade-offs make sense in a volunteer
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activity where the service of individuals is on their own terms. However, these characteristics
may also be increasingly common in distributed software development, characterized as it is by
numerous discontinuities. Discontinuities of place and time mean that the actions of remote
colleagues are not easily visible, potentially making their contribution seem less reliable. As well,
different team members may work for different organizations (i.e., across another discontinuity),
again making them increasingly similar to FLOSS teams. As a result, the approaches used by
FLOSS teams may be appropriate even in non-FLOSS settings.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how qualitative content analysis provide insights about the
differences between FLOSS and proprietary development and thus suggests practices that might
be useful for proprietary development. Our results suggest several avenues for future research.
First, our results are based on just three projects. Studies of other projects are needed to confirm
the pattern of project management reported here and to identify factors affecting the choice of
approaches. For example, we expect that task assignment in company-sponsored projects works
differently than in community-based projects. Further studies could examine the role of project
culture, leadership or power. Our study has only scratched the surface in this aspect. As well, we
have observed that synchronous chat media, such as IRC (Internet Relay Chat), can be another
important channel for project management, including task assignment. Due to the unavailability
of archives, we were not able to use IRC as a data source in this study, but this channel should be
considered in future work.
To increase the scope of data collection, we are currently exploring the use of natural
language processing techniques to automate aspects of the data analysis process. Automatic
processing could certainly help by identifying various kinds of meta-data, such as the senders of
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messages and their role in the project. As well, an automated analysis might be able to identify
certain classes of messages, e.g., ones in which an individual offers to do something as an
example of self-assignment. These messages could be flagged for further consideration by a
human coder, thus eliminating the need to sort through all of the messages in a corpus. However,
for the foreseeable future a human coder will need to make the final judgements.
Future studies could also examine the link between project management and other group
processes. For example, task assignment appears to play a role in the development of shared
mental models for the project teams, a key problem confronting software developers as noted
above. „Assignment to unspecified person‟ provides a discursive and informal but continuous
source of to-do items and the desired future of the project, e.g., “I'd really appreciate it
if maybe someone could write the list suggesting the use of ‘sound themes.’”

or “I think it'd be cool if someone modified the image”. Yamauchi et al. [59]
identified the practice of maintaining to-dos at various levels of specificity as a feature of FLOSS
development. Similarly, „assignment to a specific person‟ also communicates the assigner‟s
understanding of the other participants‟ skills and areas of knowledge. “Sarah, can you
please clarify for me a few things about this design?” or “BTW, have you talked
with Alvin at all? I think he has something like your global status dropdown
somewhat implemented too”,

not only creates a task for Sarah or the person asked the

question, but announces to the rest of the community that Sarah probably knows something about
that design and that Alvin has experience with status dropdowns. In this way practices that build
shared mental models are embedded in coordination mechanisms and as such do not require
explicit additional work for participants, minimizing the effort required to collaborate.
For managers of traditional software groups, perhaps the most interesting result is use of
volunteering as an assignment mechanism. On their face, the concerns noted above about the
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problems with voluntary assignment suggest that the task assignment practices of FLOSS
developers would be hard or undesirable to transfer to mainstream software development.
However these coordination mechanisms may not be limited to volunteer projects only. KnoorCetina identified similar „gentle management‟ in the High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments at
CERN. She writes of “a marked self-organization of the experiments observed, a form of
voluntarism...” and relates a coordinator using a “gentle” approach in which he “hopefully” finds
volunteers (“somebody willing”), “ because they have a particular interest, something which
happens “whenever new tasks require attention.” [31 p 179]. She continues, “it is not „morale‟
per se that is [the origin of self-organization or volunteerism], but the discourse that expresses
necessities and interdependencies and allows for groups „freely‟ (with a little nudging on the part
of conveners and spokespersons) to respond to demands”. Self-assignment and “gentle”
assignment to others, then, is also found within mission-critical work involving the spending of
substantial financial and scientific resources. Another example of the use of these techniques
within a non-volunteer environment is the practice reported at Google where engineers are
allowed one day a week to work on whatever they want to work on (see for example
http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/network /2005/03 /16/etech_2.html). The innovations in the
Google Labs (labs.google.com) are said to be the result of these self-assigned activities. There is
scope for the emergent practices identified in this study to be imaginatively applied in other
contexts.
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9. Tables
Table 1. Projects selected for analysis.
Development Status
Programming language
License
Developer count

EGroupWare
5 - Production/Stable
PHP
GNU General Public
License (GPL)
42

Gaim
5 - Production/Stable
C
GNU General Public
License (GPL)
12

Compiere
5 - Production/Stable
Java
Mozilla Public License
1.1 (MPL)
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Table 2. Coding scheme for task assignment mechanism
Name
Relationship
of Task
Assignment

Code
DD
DU
UD
UU
SA

ACP
Task
Assignment
Mechanism

AUP
AO

SCO

Description
Example
Developer assigns task to
developer
Developer assigns task to user
User assigns task to developer
User assigns task to user
I’d like to work on this
Assigning tasks to self

Assigning tasks to a specific
person
Assigning tasks to an
unspecified person
Assigning task to a person
who is neither a developer or
user
Suggest consulting with a
certain person to do the task
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part.
If you’d like, I’ll make the
package.
Luke, could you check this
bug?
Can someone please do a brief
test, replacing config.php
with newconfig.php?
I'll ask one of my friends if
he can come up with quality
sounds as well.
You’d better ask Jorg and
work with him to solve it.

Table 3. Frequency of destinations of task assignment by project.
Task Assignment Mechanisms

Code

Self assignment
SA
Assign to a specified person
ACP
Assign to an unspecified person AUP
Ask an outsider (a person not in AO
the project development team)
Suggest consulting with others
SCO
Total of Task Assignment Messages

Frequency
Gaim (%)
60 (59.4)
18 (17.8)
22 (21.8)

EGW (%)
37(52.9)
15(21.4)
12(17.1)
0

1 (1.0)

6 (8.6)
70 (100)

Compiere (%)
16 (57.1)
9 (32.1)
1 (3.6)
0

0
101 (100)

2 (7.2)
28 (100)

Table 4. Comparison of destination of task assignment by developers and users.
Task assignment
mechanism

Self assignment
Assign to a specified
developer
Assign to a specified
user
Assign to an
unspecified person
Ask an outsider

Code
SA
ACPxD
ACPxU
AUP
AO

Suggest consulting
SCOwith other developer xD
SCOSuggest consulting
xU
with another user
SCO
Suggest consulting
with outsider
Total of Task Assignment
Messages

EGW
Devel.
Users
(%)
(%)
Dx
Ux
25
12
(51.0)
(57.1)
1
2
(2.05)
(9.5)
12
0
(24.5)
7
5
(14.3)
(23.8)
0

0

3
(6.1)
1
(2.05)

2
(9.5)

0
49
(100)

Gaim
Devel.
Users
(%)
(%)
Dx
Ux
28
32
(51.9)
(68.1)
3
5
( 5.6)
(10.6)
8
2
(14.8)
(4.3)
15
7
(27.7)
(14.9)
1
0
(2.1)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

21
(100)

54
(100)

47
(100)

Compiere
Devel.
Users
(%)
(%)
Dx
Ux
8
8
(44.4) (80.0)
3
1
(16.7) (10.0)
5
0
(27.7)
1
0
(10.0)
0

0

0

0

1
(5.6)
1
(5.6)
18
(100)

0
0
10
(100)

Note: Codes for columns are combined with the codes for the rows to form a complete code; e.g.,
xD + Dx yields code DD.
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